In order to deal with the problem such as slow convergent speed and local optimum existing in traditional ant colony algorithm (ACO) for mobile robot path planning, an improved ant colony algorithm is proposed, and the improvement includes state transition probability and dynamic pheromone evaporation coefficient. Simulation results show that this method is superior to the traditional ant colony algorithm, and therefore it can effectively improve the quality of the path planning of the robot.
Introduction
Mobile robotics is a hot topic in recent years, the path planning is an important part of research in the field of robotics, and it is also the necessary foundation and fundamental guarantee for the robot to finish the assigned task. The so-called path planning refers to the existence of obstacles in a bounded space, and finds a way (for example, shortest distance, minimum time or the lowest energy consumption) from the starting point to the target point under the premise of the robot with no colliding with an obstacle [1] . The frequently-used path planning methods are ant colony algorithm (ACO) [2] , neural networks [3] , artificial potential field method [4] , genetic algorithm (GA) [5] . The ACO has been widely used in path planning because of its remarkable parallelism and self-organization, etc., and the desired path planning effect has been achieved in both static and dynamic environment. However, the traditional ACO has some disadvantages such as slow convergent speed, local optimum, and so on. Therefore, many scholars have done some researches to overcome the disadvantages existing in the traditional ant colony algorithm for the robot path planning. a fast two-stage ACO algorithm is proposed to solving robot path planning in [6] ; Zhao [7] proposed a pheromone updating method in ant colony algorithm and introduced the maximum and minimum ant colony system for dealing with the robot path planning problem, the simulation results show that the algorithm can effectively improve search efficiency for optimal path; The force factor in artificial potential filed was used to transform into the local diffusion pheromone, and this can reduce the local cross paths generated by the ant colony algorithm in the blind search process and improve the ant colony's pre-avoidance ability for obstacle in [8] ; A genetic algorithm (GA), particle swarm optimization (PSO), and ACO algorithms were applied to solve path planning problem in [9] . These improvements are mainly aimed at the pheromone update manners. Although good results have been obtained, the state transition probability and pheromone evaporation coefficient are the key factors that affect the performance of ant colony algorithm, therefore, an improved ant colony algorithm is proposed in this paper. Simulation results show that the method has better convergent speed and global search ability than traditional ant colony algorithm.
Environmental Descriptions
The basis of realizing path planning is to describe or model the robot's working environment [10] . In this paper, the grid method is used to model the working environment of the robot, the size and the number of the grid can be determined by comparing the size of the robot, the obstacle and the working space. The moving space model for robot is shown in Figure 1 . In addition, we make the following assumptions: (1) a given number of static obstacles are distributed in the environment. Meanwhile, in the path planning, we assume that the obstacles have been carried out the corresponding 'expansion' processing in advance according to the actual size of the robot, and make the outside area of the boundary safe; (2) the robot is regarded as a particle; (3) the robot is a circular with a diameter of R. At any time, the robot is able to perceive the position of the obstacle information through its sensors.
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Pheromone presentation
Pheromone is distributed to the connecting lines of its eight adjacent grid centers with each grid center. If the neighborhood is an obstacle grid, and the value of the pheromone is zero on the connecting line between these two grids, or else it is a constant. Every step of the ant's search direction is one of the eight grids which are adjacent to the current grid. And for the boundary grid, only one search direction of three adjacent grids can be considered.
Path Selection
( ) k ij p t is the probability of transition of the k th ant from node i to node j at time t, and it can be expressed as follows:
is the quantity of pheromone on the path (i,j) at time t. k allowed is the set of the next search nodes which has not been selected yet for the k th ant. and  are parameters in order to weigh the significance of pheromone and distance in the selection of next node respectively.
( ) ij t  represents the heuristic information. In the grid environment, the distance between the adjacent grids is very small, and the guiding effect is not obvious.
( ) ij t  is defined in order to make the ants choose with a greater probability the target point which is closer to the current grid, as shown in follows:
where ig d denotes the distance of node i to the target point G.
Pheromone's updating mechanism
As time goes on, the pheromone of the path evaporate gradually. Ants travel a cycle after time n, the quantity of pheromone on the path will adjust according to Eq.(3):
where  is the evaporation coefficient of pheromone, and 0<  <1;
is the quantity of pheromone on the path (i, j) laid by ant k, and it can be defined as:
In Eq.(4), Q is a constant and it denotes the strength of pheromone; Lk is the total length of this circle by ant k.
In the traditional ant colony algorithm, If  is too small, the convergent rate will be reduced, while too large  will affect the randomness and search capacity [11] . Therefore, we do the following improvements on  : the initial value  (0) is set to 0.7, when the optimal solution obtained has no obvious change in N cycles, then the parameter  is regulated adaptively according to Eq.(5):
where min  is set to 0.5, ] 1 ,
Algorithm Steps
Step1: Set initial values, such as ants m, Nmax,  、  and other related parameters;
Step2: Put m ants on the starting point S, and initialize tabu list tabuk (k = 1, 2, 3,..., m); Step3: each ant selects the next path node according to the transition probability calculated from Eq.(1), and update tabu list tabuk;
Step4: Repeat Step3 until the ant colony arrived at the end, and calculate the path length of each ant search by using the path information recorded in the tabu list tabuk. Update the path pheromone according to Eq.(3) and Eq.(4);
Step5: Select the optimal path in this iteration and save it, reset the tabu list tabuk, and i=i+1. If max i N  , go to Step2 again for iterative calculation; if max i N  , then end the iteration and output the optimal path.
Example and Simulation Result
In order to describe the superiority of the proposed method, the algorithm was tested using a 10×10 robot path planning example, as shown in Figure 2 . S is the starting point of the robot, G is the target point, and the black grid units represent obstacles. In our proposed algorithm, the parameters are set to the following values: m=30,  =1,  =5, Q=25, 0  =0.6, Nmax=50,  =0.9. The simulation results are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 . From Figure 3 , it can be concluded that the optimal value can be obtained by using improved algorithm and traditional ACO. It needs only 7 evolutional generations by using improved algorithm for search. What's more, this result is obtained by random experiment. However, the best result needs 18 evolutional generations for search by using traditional ACO. The result indicates that the convergent rate of improved algorithm is better than that of the traditional ACO.
Conclusions
In this research, an improved ant colony optimization algorithm is used to find the shortest and collision free route in a grid for robot path planning. Computer simulation results demonstrate that the application of improved algorithm for robot path planning is correct and effective, and the result is superior to the traditional ant colony algorithm. Future works may include the investigation on hybrid ACO algorithm, dynamic path planning. Also, simulation works can be performed with more complicated grids and obstacles.
